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REGARDLESS OF

WHETHER YOU’RE

DESIGNING A JET, A

YACHT OR A SHUTTLE,

YOU HAVE TO BE
COMPLETELY FREE
AND BRAVE
by Désirée Sormani - pictures by Stefano Triulzi
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was just 25 when Martin Francis gave his first yacht design job: “I
designed Le Grand Bleu, which, looking back, was an extremely
courageous, futuristic design and build. It was the first private gigaexplorer, if you like.” Of his involvement on the 118 Wally Power
have worked with all the big names in yacht design,
dealt with projects at first-hand and supervised the
refits of many prestige yachts. On each and every
occasion, there has been a magical exchange between
designer and project that has resulted in professional growth for the
former and originality for the latter.”
Stefano Pastrovich is an explosive, eclectic and exuberant designer. “I
was 10 years old when I discovered remote-controlled model planes,
18 when I got my pilot’s licence. But I never flew a model plane just
to see it fly. I did it to understand what worked and what didn’t”.
After studying architecture at Genoa and then Seville, Pastrovich
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project 2000, he says: “It’s still aesthetically well ahead of anything
else afloat two decades on.” Pastrovich eventually became interested
in integrating engineering, architecture and design. “The concept
for the 150m Sveti targeted visionary clients and anticipated market
trends by at least 20 years.” However, he has also covered decks in
sand and installed steel palm trees aboard the MY92m Beach Club
“to underscore where we were going”. Two years ago, the designer
moved his studio to Monte Carlo and now has two 72-metres, a
90-metre and a 62-metre in build. All are shrouded in complete
secrecy for the moment but should be on the water in the next two
years. Other recent projects include X Revolution, a response to

Above and opening page, Genoa-born Stefano Pastrovich holds a degree in architecture and has been designing since he was 10. His first foray into the yacht

owners who have 30 crew but who demand privacy, and

world came thanks to Martin Francis and was followed by work with Luca Bassani. He is now based in Monte Carlo. Facing page, an exploded view of Kid Stuff
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Above and below: two renderings that reveal the very heart of the 90-metre explorer vessel, Kid Stuff, the perfect concept for owners who want to
travel the world’s seas with a hull full of toys, including windsurfers and sailing boats. Opposite page: Stefano Pastrovich in his Monaco studio
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Kid Stuff, which he describes as “Another step forward: a mix

all of the technologies he’d become familiar with but raised

of technology and architecture”. He is confident of the future

the bar even higher. “I realised, for instance, that launching is

too: “The market absolutely gets our projects and our style.

an essential factor and has to be lateral.” The aft deck is like a

We saw that at the last Monaco Yacht Show. I think courage

box that opens and closes. “To do that I looked at Calatrava’s

is fundamental: most designers are hobbled. Regardless of

work – he uses opening mechanisms for very large structures.

whether you’re designing a jet, a yacht or a shuttle, you have

The wedding cake shape will disappear in time. One deck will

to be completely free and brave. But it is equally important

go and so on until you get to an open-plan area with everything

that there are courageous, visionary owners to make certain

happening inside like a big mall. Kid Stuff is halfway there:

ideas feasible. I’m not interested in churning out 10 boats a

to all intents a purposes, it’s an expedition vessel (albeit a

year. I’m interested in doing just one that is different and offers

very good-looking one) with a simplified two-deck design.

something extra. I love playing with gliders, for example, and

The space develops from stern to stem and the whole thing is

Kid Stuff is the expression of my thoughts. Boats are playthings

absolutely liveable as there is an ongoing interaction between

and this is the boat of play. There’s everything in the hangar

exterior and interior with views to the outside world in various

from windsurf boards to surfboards, sailing dinghies, etc. It

different directions. Because at the end of the day what is a

is the central core of the concept.” Kid Stuff brought together

yacht except a means of exploring and seeing the world?”
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